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Lot no SG No C’don Description Est 

price 
 

      Literature     
1   Lit Handbook/Catalogue - Union of South Africa stamps - Tercentenary 

Edition.  Immaculate and hardly used, with dustsheet (minor 
faults).  Covers all Union stamps up to the Voortrekker Monument 
inauguration issue.  An excellent volume for those interested in the 
progress of the investigation of Union philately - sensibly priced 

£6-8 Lit 

2   Lit Stamps of South Africa - Handbook Catalogue - Golden Jubilee 
Edition.  Immaculate and hardly used, complete with dustsheet 
(minor tear to the front).  This covers the whole of the Union 
period, excluding the decimal issues, but including all sorts of 
additional information not in the most recent version.   A lovely 
book 

£12-15 Lit 

3   Lit Stamps of South Africa - Handbook Catalogue - 1979 Revised 
Edition.  Immaculate and hardly used, complete with dustsheet.  It 
has been described as better than the volume most of us are very 
familiar with, and contains additional information.  A lovely book 

£30-40 Lit 

4  Lit  "Shaka Zulu" (E A Ritter) and "Rule of Fear" (Peter Becker) - 2 books 
concerning the Zulu Kingdom, covering a period from about 1800 to 
shortly after Dingaan's day 1849.  The first is hard back with dust 
cover (excellent condition) and the other is paperback in very good 
condition.  2 good history books! 

£3-4 Lit 

5   Lit "General Smuts" by Sarah Gertrude Millin - a biography of the early 
years of this iconic South African personality, and formally 
approved by him.   Published in 1936, hardback (no dust cover) in 
good condition 

£4-5 Lit 

      Pre Union     
      Cape of Good Hope     
6 2-4 o A collection of "blued paper" Cape Triangular stamps.   The 

condition is generally good, with a few margins cut close, but an 
ideal lot to enlarge one's collection and for further study.   
Consisting of SG2 x 3, SG 3a and SG4 x 7.  A valuable lot with a high 
catalogue price 

£60-70 S 
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7 P 3 o 1d brick-red on slightly blue paper - see scan.  There is a vertical line 
in the colour of the stamp.  This has been examined by an 
experienced philatelist with the aid of computer programmes 
which are not generally available.  Under strong magnification one 
can see very slight breaks in the paper fibres, indicating that the 
item has been folded probably whilst still attached to the cover, 
and ironed out.  Also under the strongest magnification, one can 
see a miniscule paper reinforcing strip to protect the whole.  No 
other signs of tampering were observed.  It is an attractive item, 
and well worth the reserve - cat £700 

£75-90 S 

8 4 o 4d deep blue on slightly blued paper - a fine pr with good borders, 
save cut close at one side and very slightly into at one corner 

£70-80 S 

9 5-8 8 A good collection of the 1855-63 Cape Triangulars, consisting of 
SG5 x 12, SG6 x 12 + pr, SG7 x 10 + pr and SG8 x 3.  Many of these 
stamps have good borders, a few faults are inevitable, but generally 
this collection provides excellent value and a good collection for 
general study purposes. 

£100-
120 

L 

10 P 7c Txt 6d slate-lilac on slightly blued paper - seems to be (*) but has 
probably been cleaned.  Cut very close at TR.  Cat £4,000 if genuine 
but offered "as is" 

£80-
100 

S 

11 8 o Cape triangular 1/- - a good copy with 2 good margins but BL corner 
just touched and BR corner very close (cat £300) 

£18-25 S 

12 13 o 1d "Woodblock" - 2 items - one a genuine stamp but R margin is 
very poor with the top R panel almost completely cut out, the other 
is probably forged 

£20-24 S 

13 18-21 o Collection of De La Rue printings on 2 stock cards, consisting of 
SG18 x 4 (1 seemingly (*), 2 good and 1 poor), SG19 x 9 (mostly 
good), and SG20 and 21 (1 copy each both good) 

£120-
140 

S 

14 P 25w o "Hope Seated" - 6d pale lilac with wmk Crown CC with inverted 
wmk (Cat £190) - aggressively priced to sell 

£30-40 S 

15 Txt o/* A small collection of "Hope Seated" values (inc SG33 */o) plus KE VII 
set (SG70/8 all * save for 2½d value fu) - excellent value for money 

£30-40 S 

16 Txt o/Pce Mafeking - Collection of 4 items, being (a) SG1 on piece with good 
Mafeking postmark of Ap 6 1900, (b) SG2 on piece with excellent 
postmark of Ap 13 1900, (c) SG6 on small piece with good (if 
incomplete) postmark (d) SG11 - on small piece with clear postmark 
and (e)  SG20 - 3d Baden Powell pale blue on deep blue with 
excellent postmark of Ap 11 1900 - some blunted perfs at bottom 
right.   A lovely lot with huge catalogue value  

£100-
120 

S 

      Natal     
17 11 o 3d blue (SG12) 1861/2 rough perf 14-16 fu postmark type F 

(Durban) 
£5-6 S 

18 13 * 1d rose-red wmk star (SG15 Cat £150)) centred high - priced to sell! £14-15 S 
19 Text Text A good collection of the QV issues of Natal, starting from SG56, 

mostly in very collectable condition.  Includes SG72 (* and 4 copies 
o). 

£25-30 L 

      Orange Free State     
20    1866 longish Masonic letter (Lodge "Unie" - SA Masonic number 4) 

used within Bloemfontein, no postal markings but fine and scarce 
£30-34 S 

21    1898-1901 unused PS postcards (12 various printings, 6 with reply 
halves attached) some slightly foxed - extremely interesting! 

£8-9 S 



22 Txt */o A collection of various OFS issues of the Orange Tree stamp, 
covering the issues up to 1896, on leaves and a stock card.   There is 
quite a lot of duplication, and numerous varieties are pointed out.   
Of particular interest is a specialised study of the ½d on 3d 
ultramarine surcharge, with sundry varieties noted.   A good and 
quite valuable lot. 

£30-40 L 

23 112 * A sheet of 240 stamps, (probably the 4th setting 2nd printing) 
divided into 3 parts - the TL, TR and the 2 bottom panes together.  
NB the gutters have been divided between the panes - the central 
vertical gutter between the two bottom panes is complete.   Also in 
this lot is a BR half of pane and a central double gutter B60 with left 
and central gutters and central horizontal gutter.   Numerous 
varieties are noted.   Some faults, but a fine lot nonetheless! 

£12-15 L 

24 12/3 o "4" on 6d o/p (c) and (d) fu with good cds's (Cat£78) £10-12 S 
25 18/20 */o 1878 set vfu and 5/- value * £7-9 S 
26 22, 24 */o "1d" and bar on 5/- se-tenant pair (o/ps (b) and (d) slightly to the 

left) (cat £150 individually) - very fine;  Also 1d and bar on 5/- (o/p 
(b)) vfu 

£30-40 S 

27 36 */o ½d on 5/- - 2 copies* (one with broken bar variety) and 1 very 
lightly used - cat £53 

£7-9 S 

28 38-42 o "3d" and bar o/p on 4d ultramarine - set of overprints, but without 
o/p (c), fu (cat £142) 

£20-25 S 

29 118 ** Irr B15 from TR corner of R hand pane, with plate number and 
variety Broken "V" 

£7-9 S 

30 137/b * O/p "E.R.I./6d" on 6d blue - 3 copies*, one with wide space 
between "6-d" (SG 138b) and a single copy used 

£15-20 S 

31 139-47 * KE VII set unused, missing only the 6d and 1s values (with 2 extra 1d 
value) 

£25-30 S 

32 139-47 o KE VII set used, with numerous extra of all values, save 1 copy only 
of 5/- value - higher catalogue than it seems! 

£12-14 S 

33 148/5
0 

o KE VII set with wmk multiple crown CA - ½d x 6, 1d x 12+) and 4d x 
3, PLUS 4d* x 2 

£6-8 S 

      Transvaal     
34 Txt o 9 early "Arms" types used, with seemingly good postmarks, but 

probably from 1883 set (SG 171 to 174).  Also, QV Heads 133-9 but 
no 1/-) with good colour but some rather manky perforations.   Sold 
as is - priced to sell (18 stamps) 

£15-20 S 

35 133 */o A small quantity of the "Queen's Head" design set (SG133/9) - set 
complete o (save for ½d value *), and many extra shades etc */o;  
also a few o/ps.  Good value! 

£25-30 S 

36 134-7-
9 

*/o 1878 Queen's Head issue - 1d*, 6d x2 both used and 2/- used (Cat 
£110) but perfs poor 

£10-15 S 

37 244/5
6 

o First KE VII set to 10/-, plus extra colour of 1/-, with some 
duplication, inc 2 x 10/-.  Priced to sell 

£50-60 S 

38 260/7
2 

o Second KE VII set to £1, with some duplication, inc 2 x £1, plus 
monocolour set (SG 273/6, but no 2d value) - Priced to sell 

£18-22 S 

39 Txt /Pce VRI o/p on cover Sent to a Sergeant Murray, probably by himself 
when he was in Hospital.  Obviously philatelic, but shows genuine 
use of the stamps.  The cover was priced by a dealer at £40!  Also 3 
pieces all bearing Field Army Postmarks on SG217, 319 and 223 - 
presumably real postmarks not on reprinted stamps etc. 

£15-18 S 



40 244/ 
56 

o KE VII 1902 set vfu, with extra 1/- (Cat £205) £25-30 S 

41 260/ 
72 

o KE VII 1904 set wmk Mult Crown CA - complete fine used (Cat £60) £10-15 S 

42 260/ 
72 

o KE VII 1904 set wmk Mult Crown CA - complete fine used with extra 
4d and 1/- values 

£10-15 S 

43 Text * KE VII 1904 set wmk Mult Crown CA to 10/-, with both 6d values, 
and several copies of lower values to 2/6 - very aggressively priced! 

£75-
100 

S 

44 D1-7 */o Transvaal Postage Dues - at least 2 complete sets used, with various 
extra spares of the 4 lower values.  Also extra 5d and 6d values * 

£12-15 S 

45 Text */o Small stock card with 5 Fiscal Stamps to value 2/6, 7 Revenue 
stamps to value 5s (KE VII), SG264 o/p "Customs Duty" and 2 labels 
(?from   S A Railways) 

£5-6 S 

      Other pre-Union lots     
46 Txt o/ * Griqualand West - 6 values - 2 (with a short perf), 8c, 9c, 10f, 20 

and 27 - catalogue £343 - sold as is 
£32-25 S 

47 3,4 Txt New Republic - B4 of 2d value on yellow paper dtd 2 Dec 86, stuck 
on a card but uncancelled and B4 of 3d value on yellow paper dtd 
13 Oct 86 but no gum - Cat £88 and £192 as * respectively 

£25-30 S 

48 3-4 * Stellaland - SG3 x 2 (4d) and SG4 (6d) - cat over £100 £10-15  S 
49 Txt */o Swaziland - 1, 3, 6 and 10 all * (some heavily mounted) and 10 used 

(?cto) - sold "as is" 
£12-15 S 

      Union of South Africa     

      King's Head series     
50 3, 3w (**)/* ½d - 4 x B4's (1 with vert crease) all * save 1 (**), single with control 

tab on bottom * and pr with wmk inv (probably from booklet pane) 
* - all nice and fresh 

£6-8 S 

51 P 3/5 Txt KH booklet material - complete panes of ½d and 1d values (both inv 
wmk - Cat £1,000!), plus 1½d value t-b pr and t-b pr with central 
gutter 

£150-
180 

S 

52 4, 4w **/* 1d - 4 B4's all * (1 BM with crease at BR of block), and 6 singles (1 of 
which is **), 2 with wmk inv (1 poss from booklet), 1 with lower tab 
control 6 and one R marginal copy with substantial offprint on rear 
- various shades 

£8-10 S 

53 5,5w **/* 1½d - 4 B4's, one with inv wmk ** with minor gum stain, £5-6 S 
54 6/9 * 2d, 2½d, and 3d (both colours) - 2d - 2 singles and a pr (one single 

and pr with wmk inv), 2½d single *, 3d or/blk single with lower 
control tab and B4 (shades) and 3d bl/bl single, B4 and B4 with full 
central margin below ((1 stamp only * but with vert perf separation 
between top pr) shades - a useful selection 

£25-30 S 

55 P 7 ** 2½d - TR corner B4, with Jubilee lines but without plate number (= 
R1-2/5-6) - lovely colour and ** - superb! 

£6-10 S 

56 7 */o 2½d - 3 B4's - 2 L marginal, one with complete Jubilee lines, the 
other with broken Jubilee lines, and 1 R marginal with broken 
Jubilee lines (some perf separation which has been reinforced, 
otherwise **) plus (all used) in bright blue shade a pair, and in deep 
blue shade a B4 (with V1 (long 'u' of''Zuid), pr and l marginal stamp 
with broken Jubilee lines).  A fine collection of this value 

£15-20 S 

57 10 etc * 4d - 2 singles, one (10) with inv wmk, both * and a v fine B6 (10a) 
with full margin at top some perf sep'n) with Jubilee lines (M*) 

£10-12 S 



58 11 etc **/* B4 ** of original shade and 2 singles, both with upper control tabs, 
and a B4 of bright violet shade, TR stamp of the B4 has the missing 
'Z' variety 

£25-30 S 

59 12, 
12w 

**/* 1/- - B4 * and single ** with wmk inv £15-18 S 

60 13 * 1/3 - fine B4 - very fresh colour £10-12 S 

61 14 ** 2/6 - single - a very fresh example NB minuscule gum disturbance 
(Cat £55) 

£12-16 S 

62 15 **/* 5/- - 2 singles (shades), 1 ** with R central margin with Jubilee lines 
both sides (Cat £240) 

£50-60 S 

63 16 **/* 10/- 5 copies (shades) - 2 copies **, one of which has side margin 
with shortened Jubilee line) - an excellent lot with very high cat 
value  

£200-
250 

S 

64 P  17 * £1 - a fine and fresh single with the bottom tab - scarce £200-
240 

S 

65 P 17a * £1 - the scarce olivegreen/red shade - this is the first time for 20 
years at the least that this stamp has been offered unused 

£250-
280 

S 

66 P 17a o The very rare KH £1 in pale olive green/red shade in used 
condition.   Cat £1,200 

£300-
£350 

S 

67 P 3/17 o KH set to £1 complete in vfu condition  £170-
200 

S 

68 18 o KH coils ½d - 5 pairs, fine used.  There are isolated perf holes on 
both stamps of 2 items 

£6-7 S 

69 18/9, 
21 

**/o KH coils - ½d pr, 1d pr ** and single used, all with single perf holes, 
and 2x2d used with single perf holes - good cat value 

£10-12 S 

70 18/21 Txt KH coils stamps - ½d 4 singles, 2 used, one of which has a serious 
horiz miscutting, plus S2 and S4 both * showing joins;  1d single and 
another single and S2 (join) both with isolated perf holes all *; 1½d 
single; 2d 2 copies both * one showing evidence of join - a very nice 
lot 

£30-36 S 

      Union Pictorial issue     

71 P Essay Txt Harrison essays - green/red single and red lower marginal B4 - both 
items seem to have been washed of gum, the B4 otherwise being 
M* and the single * 

£25-30 S 

72 30L/P 
etc 

o Typo - ½d both printings, 2d x3prs (1 vert), 3d vert pr and 1/- x2 
vert prs, plus roto 4d and 2/6 (bl-brn) vert prs - a nice lot priced to 
sell  

£4-5 S 

73 30/2P * Pretoria printings - NB 31P is TL corner pr M* only - minor 
creasing), plus ½d and 1d prs ex bklts - cat R2,330 

£25-30 S 

74 30P Txt Springbok ½d - A lovely TL B15 (3x5) with a roller error affecting 
stamps1-2 in R2-4 which have a clear difference in impression going 
roughly "North West".  NB the stamps are ** but the L hand margin 
is thinned opposite R2-3. 

£8-10 S 

75 30, 
126 

* Springbok ½d, 30L 2 prs (1 RM) and BL B4 - lovely and fresh, also 
(126) 2prs (1RM) and BR B4 

£4-5 S 

76 Text */o ½d Springbok - A collection of mostly single stamps used - postmark 
collectors will be interested!  Priced to sell 

£4-5 L 

77 30/2 ** ½d, 1d and 6d in top marginal prs - ½d consists of R1/5-6 - 1d is 
Pretoria printing (with wonky Jubilee lines) and the others are 
London printings.  NB 1d has a crease in margin 

£6-10 S 

78 30/2 **/*/o ½d, 1d and 6d - set used and unused (6d*, the lower values **).  
Both ½d, the 1d used and the 6d * are London, the other are 
Pretoria 

£10-12 S 



79 31 Txt Ship 1d all * save where indicated- 31L (**), 31P, TL pr and pr with 
wmk inv, 4 B4's, one BR marginal with corner marginal piece cut off 
and 2 L & R marginal singles (both **).   NB One B4 is showing 
major evidence of plate cracking in both upper and lower R stamps 
in the block (Could this be an early example of the development of 
V14-15 (R16-17/7-8?) 

£40-50 S 

80 Text **/*/o 1d Ship - a small but very interesting collection of this value.  Most 
of the material is from the London plates, although several items 
printed in Pretoria noted.  Deserves inspection particularly by the 
specialist, but noted in particular are an excellent TL corner B4 (M*) 
(Pretoria), RM B4 with partial arrow (creased) and another B4 all * 
(L), B4 and B8 used (P), several pairs */o etc.  There are also what 
appear to be several vert prs ex booklets (SG 31d - Cat £85), some 
with guillotined margins.  Of the later issues, there is a small 
representation, but noted in particular was a (A) paper join used 
(single), and others with minor varieties (noted).  Well worth 
inspection and advantageously priced 

£40-50 L 

81 32 * Tree 6d - 32L - fine LM pr with part arrow, plus pr (probably 32P) 
and VF BR corner B6 (32P) with Jubilee lines 

£26-30 S 

82 33 * 4d triangular - 2 singles (original issue) plus 2 B4's in triangular 
format and a pr inscribed in pencil at bottom "1st print - issued in 
sheet ??? & only in Afrikaans - used in Pretoria in early May / 4d 
pale turquoise green 793/4" (???) - interesting, needing further 
research 

£10-12 S 

83 34/b * 2d Buildings - 3 prs - 1 is perf 14x13½ up and one has vignette 
centred very low (**) 

£20-25 S 

84 35/b * 3d Groote Schuur - 2 prs (inc perf 14x13½ down) and a lovely 
inscriptional B4 

£30-36 S 

85 35/9 * 3d to 10/- - the high values of the London printings - lovely fresh 
colours - Cat £636 

£80-
100 

S 

86 P 36/c * 4d Huts - 3 prs, 1 inscriptional pr, 1 with perf 14x13½ down and 1 
with perf 14x13½ up) 

£20-25 S 

87 36 */o 1/- Gnus London printing - a vert pr * and a TL B4 (of R pane) 
cancelled with a lovely parcel mark 

£25-30 S 

88 36 etc */o A small collection of the 1/- Gnu stamp on stock cards.  The stamps 
go from a nice vert S4 of the London printing, through the first roto 
printings to the hyphenated and screened stamps - total 13 prs (5 
vert) and a LM B4 etc.  Good value 

£30-36 S 

89 36 * 1/- Gnus - 2 prs (slight shading variety)   £12-15 S 
90 37 * River crossing 2/6 - vf pr centred rather low cat £150   £30-40 S 
91 37 * 2/6 Wagon Crossing in a slate-green shade £40-50 S 
92 38 * 2/6 River Crossing - a fine fresh copy - cat £150 £20-25 S 
93 39 * 5/- Ox Wagon - a fine fresh RM pair - cat £300 £40-50 S 
94 40b (**) 10/- Table Bay with perf 14x13½ down - cat £250 £32-40 S 
95 DT                                                                                                             **/* Darmstadt Trial - Complete design, BM B4, no wmk (dealer priced 

at £175!) 
£30-36 S 

96 P Text Text 2 Darmstadt Trial pairs, both on unwatermarked paper - (a) of 
frame on ungummed paper and (b) of vignette on gummed paper - 
neither item shows any signs of having been mounted.  Dix 
numbers not known 

£25-30 S 

97 P Essay ** Booysen Essay - a fine TL corner B4 (mauve) £70-80 S 

98 P Essay ** Booysen Essay - a fine L marginal B4 (mauve) £70-80 S 



99 P Essay ** Booysen Essay - a L marginal B4 (brown) - NB creased in margin £70-80 S 

100 42 * ½d Springbok - 2 prs (1 with wmk inv) and a B4;  also 2xS3's from 
the coil printings (both with "South/South" variety) and 2 coil S3's, 
one with start of coil strip ** and the other with the end of coil 
strip * (both end strips are folded, not surprising as they are very 
long! - see HB V2/3.  Fairly rare and seldom seen 

£30-40 L 

101 43 Txt 1d Ship - 4 horiz prs - 1 is **, another (**), plus a vert pr and a TM 
vert S3, with substantial paper crease affecting all 3 stamps 
showing cracks and fissures in the printing - very attractive!  

£15-18 S 

102 44/e */o 2d Union Buildings Bl/violet* and vert pr slate grey/violet used £12-14 S 

103 P 44d * 2d Union Buildings with "balloon" flaw (Cat £950) - scarce! £80-
100 

S 

104 44 ** 2d Pretoria Buildings - 2prs (1 TM vert with partial arrow ?Iss2a) - 
lovely fresh colouring 

£12-15 S 

105 44/e * 2d Buildings - a pair of the slate-grey/lilac shade and fine horiz S3 of 
the blue/violet shade - very high catalogue!  Plus a booklet pane of 
the 2d, centred quite low and with imperf top edge due to the 
action of the guillotine when separating the booklets - interesting! 

£90-
100 

S 

106 P 44 * 2d buildings - a very fine LM B8 (2x4) showing the extremely rare 
"joined paper" variety (V43 - HB gives 20x the basic value!) 
affecting the top pair - some perf separation at the bottom away 
from the join - very scarce 

£180-
200 

S 

107 Text */o A good collection of the 2d value of the Union Pictorial issue.  Of 
somewhat untidy appearance, there is a lot of good material here.  
There are numerous used singles with positional faults noted, and 
there is a wealth of pairs and B's unused as well.  Noted were 
several pairs of SG58/a, as well as some later material.  The vendor 
has carefully studied the stamps and the purchaser will reap the 
reward.  Priced to sell! 

£130-
150 

L 

108 45aw * 3d Groote Schuur (red/bl) - 2 prs both with wmk inv; one is the B 
arrow pair with the "window" flaw, but NB the other pair is 
substantially separated 

£50-60 S 

109 45c * 3d Groote Schuur (bl/bl) - 2 strips, one L marginal S4 (Margin 
damaged but consists of R1/2-5 including V5) and one S3 both iss 2 

£10-12 S 

110 46/c * 4d Huts - 2 prs of Iss 1, both with inv wmk, and 1 pr from issue with 
wmk upr 

£7-10 S 

111 46c * 4d Huts - All 4 corner B4's of this stamp (including the 'monkey' 
flaw) - the Vendor has noted various other flaws 

£25-30 L 

112 47 * 6d Tree - 2 prs both with inv wmk - NB one has very strange 
"jumped" perfs in the top margin of one stamp (interesting) 

£6-8 S 

113 47 */o 6d Tree, both * and o, both with inv wmk £4-5 S 
114 48 etc o Small collection of 1/- Gnu stamps.  (a) London printing single E 

(perf 13½) with interesting printing flaw - small white line to left of 
'1'/- in the left value;  Roto unhyphenated - a lovely vert S3 with 
superb Cape Town pm, and another pair (with rounded corner);  
also 2 prs (1 vert) of the hyphenated 1939 issue (shades) 

£20-25 S 

115 48 o 1/- Gnus - pr vfu (Cat £60) £15-20 S 
116 48 * 1/- Gnus - a fine copy, very fresh, from Iss 1 £15-20 S 
117 49/b * 2/6 River Crossing - 1 single copy from the pre-War period, with 

wmk upr, plus 3 copies (shades) of the br/blue shade 
£50-60 S 



118 54/11
4 

**/* ½d Springbok - 7 prs and 1 B4 of this value, both scr and unscr, plus 
various CB4/6's as follows, 7020B, 11A/B, 70/31, plus a CB8 (2x4) of 
70/31 but with the '31' missing and red sheet number and a B 
arrow B4 

£8-10 L 

119 Txt * Union Pictorials - 7 low value pairs, ½d (wmk up), 1d (wmk inv), 
1½d (wmk up), 2x2d (both col's) and 2x6d (types 1&3) - stc £244 

£24-28 S 

120 56d Txt 1935 coil perf (14x13½) 1d (wmk up) - fine gutter B8, ** except for 
the extreme of L pair (as viewed from front) which has a little paper 
adhesion.   Stc £180 (x2½ for gutter block) 

£34-40 S 

121 56/11
5 

**/* Collection with numerous pairs of the 1d ship, including inv wmk, 
from both screened and unscreened printings, plus CB's as follows - 
6B (CB4), 6A/B (CB6's but with missing BM)14/76, 14/70/ 88/70, 
53/54 (CB4 plus 2 x CB8 - 2x4 - one with red sheet number), 53/54, 
48/54 and 36/6925.  Also various arr B's etc - a nice collection 

£24-30 L 

122 56a ** 1d Ship unscreened imperforated pr from R11/12, with wider R 
margin than usual - a very nice item (Cat £180) 

£75-
100 

S 

123 P 57a  1½d mine with shading omitted from mine Dump single plus 
Exhibition sticker all on neat cover cancelled with Empire Exhibition 
Roller cancel dated 12.xi.36.  [NB it seems that this was offered in a 
philatelic auction with a reserve of £65!] 

£18-20 S 

124 57/87/ 
124 

**/* 1½d Mine dump - a small collection with (57) 3 prs and a RM B4 (all 
with wmk inv - B4 with some perf sep'n), (87) a B4 and CB's of 
6169A, 6931A and B and (124) a B6 

£6-7 L 

125 Text */o A small collection of the 1½d Mine.  Several varieties noted, 
including a partial weak shading on a non-Jipex used pair - scarce!   
Also a few SG87 inc varieties.   

£40-48 L 

126 58a, 
64c 

**.* 2d Buildings ** and 10/- Groot Contstantia * with virtual clear sky 
variety (Cat £130) 

£24-28 S 

127 58 etc **/* 2d Buildings, with 58 and 58a prs, SG107 (all 3 shades, inc a pr, a B4 
and a vert S3), (116) 2 pt arr prs, a B4 and a CB4 and SG134 a CB6 
(3x2 inc pt sheet no), a B arr B4, 2xB4's (one TM) and a pr, and CB's 
from Cyl 18/30, 46/27 and 18/27. 

£12-15 L 

128 59/ 
117/a 

**/* 3d Groote Schuur - from Iss 3 a single pr, from iss 4, 2 prs and both 
CB's, and from iss 5, 2 prs, a Cyl pr, a B arr B4 and a BL B4 

£10-12 L 

129 59 Txt 3d Groot Schuur iss 4 - 3 B6's all 3x2 - BL and BR B's - Left hand B 
has gum washed, the other is ** - and R8-10/5-6 (**), with VV3, 4 
and 5 

£30-40 S 

130 P 61/ 
119 

**/* 6d Tree - a small collection of this value, inc 3 prs, a "falling ladder" 
pr and a B4 from Iss 2, plus, from issues 5and 6, 2 CB4's and a B 
arrow B4 from Cyls 6/6930 (plus probably a pr) and from Cyls 32/85 
a CB4, 2 prs and a B4. 

£80-90 L 

131 62 ** Gnus 1/- - a superb B8 (2x4) with V3 affecting the 3 lower pairs 
(presumably R2-5/1-2) - Cat £220 without the variety 

£60-70 S 

132 62 ** 1/- Gnus - a lovely B6 (3x2) with R hand margin, showing variety 
missing perf in the centre between the L 4 stamps 

£30-40 S 

133 62/ 
120 

**/* 1/- Gnus - from unscreened cyls 2 prs (shades) and from screened 
cyls a CB4, T arr B4 and 3 prs (shades) 

£25-30 L 

134 64/ 
122 

(**) 5/- Ox Wagon - from Iss 1, a lovely clean pr, from iss 2 a CB4 and 
from Iss 3 2 prs (1 vert) 

£30-40 S 

135 64c * 10/- Groot Constantia - 2 prs (shades) £12-15 S 



136 64/aw */o 5/- Ox Wagon - 2 pairs - the * pr is a very light greygreen/black 
shade with inv wmk and the used pr is grey-grn/black with upright 
wmk - both copies have very minor (unrecorded) flaws recorded on 
the stock card 

£40-48 S 

137 P 64 o 5/- Ox Wagon - a grey-grn/black B4 with superb central cds of Cape 
Town Paquebot postmark 

£25-30 S 

138 64/c, 
121 

o 5/- and 10/- hyphenated and 2/6 screened in vfu B4's, the 2/6 and 
5/- with singular cds's. 

£40-50 S 

139 118 (**) 4d Huts - Iss 3, a CB4 and a R arr B4 £4-5 S 

140 121 (**) 2/6 Wagon Crossing - 2 prs and a T arrow B4, but with stain in the 
top margin 

£10-12 S 

141 122 ** Ox wagon 5/- hyphenated and screened - bottom marginal pair 
Issue 2 with "rain" variety (R20/6) 

£22-25 S 

142 122 o Ox wagon 5/- hyphenated and screened - pr fine vfu with V1 (vert 
line through 'R' of 'Afrika') 

£18-20 S 

143 122/a **/o Ox Wagon 5/- hyphenated and screened - 4prs, - 122 BM pr with 
'rain' variety, and lovely vert pr o, and 122a, 2 vert prs, one top 
marginal copy* with part arrow (but some perf sepn along top 
margin) and the other vfu - very high catalogue!  

£60-70 S 

144 Text */o A blue ring binder containing numerous sheets of the UP Issue, all 
periods.  The majority of the material consists of used singles, and 
postmark collectors could well benefit here.  There are a few 
varieties (of the ½d mostly) some booklet material etc.  Worth 
inspection and cheaply priced 

£10-12 Lit/ 
Alb 

      Animals issue       

145 151 
etc 

*/o Animals issue definitives - a lot of several collections, mostly picked 
over with various notes made by the Vendor, some marginal 1d's all 
noted a CB4 of the 2/6 value etc. The whole collection needs to be 
sorted and mounted properly, but will provide much satisfaction on 
the task being completed - certainly worth inspection and sensibly 
priced. 

£25-30 Lit/ 
Alb 

      Union of South Africa - Commemorative issues     

146 1 */o An accumulation of the Parliament Opening issue - 26* and about 
48 used, some with minor varieties noted 

£36-40 L 

147 65-8 **/* A complete SJ set, plus some spares (faults, including some perf 
separation).  Includes a single pr of the ½d value used!  Priced to 
sell 

£6-8 L 

148 P 65-68 * Jubilee issue - all 4 values (NB ½d and 3d are vert prs) with unusual 
variety "pale head" - this is not a variety often seen 

£25-30 S 

149 P 66/7 **/* Silver Jubilee - 'cleft skull' - 1d in B4** and 3d* (seemingly 
unnecessary perf reinforcement) 

£18-20 S 

150 69/70 **/*/ 
o/  

JIPEX - a fine collection of sheets ets, consisting of ½dx6, 1dx23 (all 
identified as to panes, both some duplication and 2 of 1d value 
used) 4+ exhibition covers (2 with FDI special pmks) set of 6 ½d 
special airmail postcards (ie all views) + ordinary card and cover 
with pr of 1d stamps with sp/pmk - an excellent lot and quite 
aggressively priced 

£46-50 L 

151 71/5  2 cvrs (1 long) with complete set of KG VI Coronation issue;  also 2 
copies of spec envelope SC17 issued for the 1949 Voortrekker 
Monument issue, each with the full set of stamps, but with 
different postmarks, plus a further illustrated envelope with full set 
and special postmark.   A useful lot, sensibly priced 

£4-5 L 



152 71/5 */o A small collection on leaves and on stock cards of the Coronation 
Issue 1937.  The set is there, *(x2) and used, but the Vendor has 
identified a number of the numerous varieties of this set including 
at least 3 examples of the 1/-'missing hyphen' stamp (SG75a Cat 
£80 each!).  A good lot 

£40-50 L 

153 75a * KG VI Coronation 1/- with hyphen obliterated (Cat £80) £18-20 S 

154 82/4 */o Huguenot Anniversary - the set in vert prs as well as in B6's (the 
lower pairs are all **), plus the set on the coloured special cover 
(Reis SC13 which is not easy to get) in pristine condition.  NB the B6 
of the 1d value has the complete sheet number 

£40-50 L 

155 88-96 */o Large War Issue complete, both * and used.  There are a few singles 
of all values, but also some nice B's of the 1/3 in particular.  Several 
duplicates.  Includes some used singles (good catalogue) 

£20-25 L 

156 88a (**) Large War Issue - A COMPLETE SHEET of the ½d value (infantry) in 
the scarcer blue-green shade.  Complete with all varieties, arrow 
blocks etc and black sheet numbers.  There is some very modest 
perf separation in the top margin.  NB The tag end below the 
bottom bland row is frankly tatty, with some attempt to repair 
using hinges etc, which should not put anyone off because this lot 
offers a marvellous opportunity for the serious collector.   Cat £450 

£80-
100 

L 

157 88a ** Large War Issue - The ½d Infantry value in the scarcer blue-green 
shade - the top right corner of the sheet (R1-10/7-12) with part top 
and side arrows and sheet number.  Superb** condition 

£25-30 L 

158 89 ** Large War Issue - The top half of the sheet of the 1d Nurse (R1-
10/1-7) with v1, top arrow, part side arrows and a sheet number 
etc - Cat £60+ 

£20-25 L 

159 89 ** Large War Issue  - 1d Nurse R11-20/1-8 complete with v4, bottom 
arrow and pt side arrow.  The tag end beneath the bottom blank 
row is a bit tatty and some modest perf separation has been 
repaired with paper. 

£12-15 L 

160 90 ** Large War Issue  - The bottom left quarter sheet of the 1½d value 
(Pilot).  Excellent ** condition but a few perf separations in the 
bottom tag end below the plain margin.    

£20-24 L 

161 111/3 */o/ 


Royal Visit 1948 - a FG album with a substantial collection of this 
issue.  The collection has been picked over, but there is still a 
substantial amount of material including numerous varieties etc all 
of which have been noted.  There are also a few covers, also 
extracts from the Handbook and from Reisener. 

£15-20 Lit/ 
Alb 

162 111/3 ** Royal Visit - a small collection of issues, including a fine BL B40 of 
the 1d value, plus numerous other pairs etc.  Includes at least 2 
examples of the "masked Princess" flaw 

£4-5 L 

163 124 ** Silver Wedding - collection with a complete sheet of the Silver 
Wedding issue, and several large B's, including one from SWA 

£7-10 L 

164 126 **/*/o Natal Settlers issue - an excellent collection of material, separated 
by the Vendor between the 2 cylinders, with corner and arrow 
blocks, sheet numbers and with many varieties.  Mostly unused 

£36-40 L 

165 127 **/o Natal Settlers issue - a small collection of this value, with fine CB6 of 
Cyl 29 plus 3 other B's of varying sizes, including a nice B16 with 
extended rigging flaw - there is also the Pennant flaw.  Interesting 
for both novice and specialist and priced to sell  

£5-6 L 

166 128/ 
30 

** An accumulation of the UPU issue - no complete sheets, but several 
large B's in each of the values 

£8-10 L 



167 136/ 
40 

*/o/ 
 

Tercentenary issue - a SG Devon album containing a substantial 
collection which has been picked over but leaving a vast quantity of 
stamps, and all or nearly all the varieties eg there is a whole album 
page of varieties of the 2d stamp, all used.  Ex Chard collection with 
various packets of stamps to be sorted.   Well worth the reserve 

£18-22 Lit/ 
Alb 

168 141/2 */o SATISE - A good collection, mainly B's * with many (possibly all) 
recorded varieties.  Small packet of unsorted material.   

£12-15 L 

169 143 ** A good accumulation of the Coronation stamp, with a complete 
pane of Cyl 98 

£6-8 L 

170 149/ 
50 

** A collection of the OFS Centenary, with complete panes of both 
values of the OFS Centenary issue (Cyl 11-104 for the 4½d), 
together with many large B's - priced to sell! 

£8-10 L 

171 Txt ** A small collection of material from the later Union period, eg the 
Natal Settlers, Pretoria Centenary, Church of the Vow etc 

£4-5 L 

      Republic of South Africa        
172 217a * (First Definitive Series) - 10c Castle no wmk sepia and emerald cat 

£50 
£7-10 S 

173 414/ 
34 

** (Third Definitive Series - Proteas) - a beautifully presented 
collection on leaves of this sought after issue.  Most of the CB's are 
present (including all 6 CB's of the R2 value), along with complete 
sheets of the 1c and 8c, numerous S10's of some lower values and 
B20's (R1-2/1-10) of 5c, 4c and 5c.  All the coils are present plus 
some S5's.  A few used are also included  - sold for Society funds 

£25-30 L 

174 414 
etc 

*/o (Third Definitive Series - Proteas).  SG Devon album with a 
collection of seemingly most of the CB's, although not precisely 
checked and the very scarce ones are not there.  Included are 
complete sheets of the 1c (x2), 3c, 4c, 5c and 6c.  There are many 
varieties, some duplicated.  The lot includes 3 unnumbered coil 
strips of 25 coils (10c missing) and a few other strips of less than 5. 

£25-30 Lit/ 
Alb 

175 278-
339 

*/o A collection of commemorative issues, from SA Games (278/9) to 
Telecommunications (338/9) seemingly complete.  All issues are 
well represented by CB's **, with some large B's some of which are 
full width/height strips etc - a top ½ sheet of Pane D of 297 (ZAR 
Centenary) was noted.  Many varieties identified */o.  Includes 
RSASSC notes 

£10-12 Lit/Al
b 

      The following 6 lots are the product of 30 years collection of new 
issues from the SAPO New Issues service, effectively starting with 
the 2nd Definitive issue up to about 1994, when the Vendor 
cancelled his subscription.   The collections consist of unmounted 
stamps in CB format where appropriate plus their relevant FDC's 
and are believed to be complete, but there can be no guarantees 
and the absence of a few stamps will not entitle the Purchaser to 
return it.   Many of the stamps are in the original SAPO packets.  
Generally, the material is priced very aggressively, and will reward 
the collector with hours of fun working out how to mount and 
display his various purchases! 

    



176 Text ** / 
 

Republic of South Africa - This is a veritable mountain of stamps 
and covers! Probably complete from the 2nd Definitive issue up to 
just after the Mandela government was elected (it includes the 
special FDC with the 5R coin).   The commemorative stamps are 
wholly unsorted but apparently include both cyl's where 
appropriate.   The 2nd definitives have both cyls, as do the 3rd, 4th 
and 5th Definitives, with some of the extra printings as well, and 
there are various extra issues where appropriate.   The covers are 
more or less in order, although the larger covers are by themselves 
for ease of storage.  Of perhaps particular interest are the first set 
of FDC's, no'd 1-39, complete - card no 1 (ITU) has 2 diamonds - 
cover no 12 + the same cover flown by helicopter - cover 19 
unaddressed (scarce) and cover no 23 (Cats, SPCA 100) with 2 
stamps instead of one (scarce).  There are also several a few private 
FDC's (mostly of the pre-2nd definitive period), some early 
specimen postmark cards (forerunners of the Date Stamp Cards), 
an assorted lot of SAA covers, and some sets of specimen cards, 
some aerogrammes, and a few bits of Postal Stationery.   BUT there 
is also a pr of the 2nd def's 3c imperf (cat £120) and a 3rd def 6c 
with 'missing black' (cat £90).   The reserve is based on the value of 
these two items alone.   A marvellous opportunity for beginner and 
specialist alike, and very sensibly priced  

£80-
100 

Box  

177     Transkei - Seemingly complete stamps and FDC's etc.   £25-30 Box A 
178     Venda - Seemingly complete stamps and FDC's etc.   £25-30 Box A 
179     Ciskei -Seemingly complete stamps but here the covers only go as 

far as cover 2.10 
£18-24 Box B 

180     Bophutatswana - Seemingly complete stamps but here the covers 
only go as far as cover 2.32 

£18-24 Box B 

181     SWA / Namibia - A selection of stamps provided by the SAPO to the 
Vendor, but seemingly there are gaps - the covers start (SWA) 
November 1986 (Caprivi Strip) and end (Namibia) June 1994 
(Storks), but do not seem to be consecutive - there are also a few 
"date stamp sheets" as well as a privately sent FDC of the 1953 
Coronation set!  The stamps cover a much wider period, from at 
least 1980.  A hotch pot lot to sort out, and priced very aggressively 
to sell! 

£25-36 Box B 

      Booklet Material     
182   */o A selection of booklet material, with single & pr from SB9, front & 

back covers of SB18, SB18 complete (position 5 but rear cover 
detached at stitching) and complete pane of 1d ('Lugpos - A stamp 
first), sundry bits of Jipex panes */o, a complete Jipex 1d pane with 
last day of exhibition pm (E setting) and 1d single on cvr with last 
day of exhibition pm (A setting). 2 x ½d panes (1 with sheet no) and 
1d pane (with sheet no) from SB19 all used and 5 x ½d panes, 4 x 1d 
panes and 1 x 2d pane all **, some identified as to position and 
complete Booklet SB 19.  Competitively priced 

£20-25 L 

      Officials, revenues etc     
183 Pce o Transvaal - 3 revenue stamps, 1/-, 2/- and 5/- on small pieces £3-4 S 
184 Txt * 1/2d (gutter pair) and 1d (gutter S4) coils from sheets - unusual and 

very nice! 
£20-25 S 

185 Txt */o A small stock card with various officials, mostly used, but including 
the scarce 1½d small mine with "Official" at right reading down (Cat 
£85) 

£12-15 S 

186 O15 
O33 

(**) Buildings 2d violet/blue - vf R marginal pr - Cat £160 - plus O33 
(1½d medium mines o/p 16.5mm apart) 

£40-50 S 



187 Txt * 1935 - 50 - Hyphenated pictorials - a fine * collection of this issue 
on leaf and cards with values up to 10/-.  Stc £935 

£90-
100 

L 

188 Txt * 1917 1/- violet/purple Revenue stamp (NB rare in * condition) £6-10 S 
189 Txt */o A small collection of "Customs" stamps - "Customs Duty" in red on 

SG30 (pr used and single *) and on 31 used, and in black on 3 and 
36 both * singles.  Also "Douane" on 42 (6 singles and a vert pr), 43 
* and 35b (small tear at L side) 

£4-6 S 

190 Txt o A small collection of CoGH Stamp Act items (Hope, QV, KGE VII and 
KG V, plus 2 more modern (values to 10/-), a single SAR stamp and 
KG V small head 6d revenue plus a ½d orange QV stamp o/pted 
"British Protectorate /Oil Rivers" both * 

£7-10 S 

      Postage Dues     
191 P D35 ** A very fine BL B12 of the 1d Suidafrika (R19-20/1-6).  Lovely colour.   

Tiny gum disturbance at the very bottom margin, mentioned for 
the sake of completeness only, cat £228 

£40-50 S 

192 D35 ** A fine marginal B6 (3x2) of the 1d Suidafrica.  Lovely colour.  Minor 
blemish on rear of R18/3 mentioned for the sake of completeness 
only - Cat £114 

£25-30 S 

193 P D37 ** A lovely BR corner B24 of the 3d Suidafrika with sheet number in R 
margin - Cat £360 

£50-60 L 

194 D3 */o 4 stock cards (3 small) with a wide range of Union PD's from SGD3 
to SG D44.  Mostly used, but it includes the D31-32-32a-33 in 
complete units * and an irreg B7 (sadly only 1 complete unit!) of 
D32.   Also D39/44 complete used, with extra pairs etc, and 
particularly noted a vfu B12 (6x2) of D39.  A very nice lot - the 
Vendor has helpfully identified each stamp. 

£30-40 L 

195 D34/8 ** 1948 set in prs (2d vert but shows variety "thick d" - Cat £100) £10-12 S 

196 D45/ 
50 

*/o Decimal set unused (thin on 4c) and used (no 6c) (good value!) £3-5 S 

      Air Mails  (See also #220)     
197 P    Christmas Flight 1931 - superb Swiss acceptance - 3 Swiss stamps 

cancelled Lucerne, taken by surface mail to Geneva and flown to 
Croydon, then taken to CT.  Usual Jhb and CT marks - scarce 

£30-36 S 

198    2 very nice covers from return of inaugural 1939 West Coast flight 
to Luanda - one from Luanda to Jhb (via the link service) and the 
other from Keetmannshoop to CT.  Both v fine - ex Barry Smith 
collection (with his monograph "BHS" on the back) 

£25-30 S 

      SWA / Namibia (see also #182)     

199 29/31 * SWA - "Zuidwest" o/p in one word -pairs of the ½d, 1d (x2 - shades) 
and 2d values (South West" 14mm long  

£5-6 S 

200 86/7 * Air stamps - fine and fresh £15-18 S 
201 105/8 * Voortrekker Centenary set (Cat £110 - aggressively priced!) £20-25 S 
202 114/ 

22 
* Large War Effort set £8-10 S 

203 114/ 
20 

** Large War Effort (no 1/3) set in "doubles" (ie B4's or pairs on 
bilingual stamps), also B4 of ½d shade but only pr of 4d shade.  
Some have margins which may be mounted, mentioned for the 
sake of completeness. 

£12-15 L 

204 114/ 
122 

* Large War Issue (NB no 1/3 value) - at least 2 complete sets £12-15 S 

205 Text Txt 1973 and 1980 Definitive sets - Presentation Packs; 1980 and 1989 
First Day Presentation sheets 

£6-8 L 



206 Txt ** Various issues from Caprivi Strip sheet to PhilexFrance, either 
individual or in full sheets, also Yoka booklet and M/S 

£6-8 L 

      Collections etc     
207 Text */o A general collection, with a large quantity of single stamps used - 

for the postmark collector!  The more later issues however are *.  
Noted in particular was a vert pr of the 10/- Table Bay stamp with 
good cds. 

£10-12 Lit/ 
Alb 

208 Txt */o A stock card filled with all sorts of Union material.  Deserves 
inspection, but the star of the piece is a booklet pr of SG30 used 
(Cat £90).  There are KH's, some used in SWA, with wmks inv etc, a 
few interprovincially used Transvaal stamps, booklet singles, minor 
varieties (inc etc.   Also, 1d 1925 Air with 1925 Royal Tour SPM (ie 
stamp still valid!), ½d Springbok with marked difference in shade of 
vignette etc.  Priced on the booklet pr! 

£15-20 L  

209   */o Union and RSA collection nicely arranged in good quality red 
Viscount spring back album - a nice general collection 

£20-24 Lit/ 
Alb 

210    A cover album with a wide range of covers - this lot deserves 
inspection.  Included are 2 Air Mail covers, one with pr of SACC47 
(4d with "elongated spear" variety - R) and the other sent in Jan 
1940 to England (service still running) with fine S4 1/- hyphenated. 

£30-40 Lit/ 
Alb 

211   */o Stock book with Union (sparse but nice) and RSA - Union includes 
Animal Decimal set to 20c CB4's.  Also a few Lesotho and Swaziland 

£15-20 Lit/ 
Alb 

212   */o A general collection in a Simplex album, mostly RSA, inc some good 
B's of 4th Definitive issue 

£20-24 Lit/ 
Alb 

213   o Collection on leaves, Union mostly singles but includes good pr of 
4d Roto 4d Issue 1 (SACC47) fu 

£20-24 L 

214 Txt ** A collection of large B's of various issues - N Rhodesia - Full Length 
RH Marginal B20, S Rhodesia RV ½d TR B!2 and full width BM B30, 
1d irr TM irr B18 and complete sheet, Swaziland Peace complete 
both in BArrow B18's (2x9) and B20's (2x10), and RV 3d (TR B6 (3x2) 
and 1/- (Full Width 2xTM B12 and BM B30) and SWA RV BL B6(3x2) 
and Voortrekker Monument partial L arrow B15 (R11-15/1-3) - a 
few very minor faults, mainly perf separation, but overall in 
excellent condition - priced to sell 

£6-8 L 

      Postal History     
215 P Txt o/  World War II - an interesting selection of material from this period.  

Numerous examples, many written up, with APO, FPO (inc GB), SA 
military camp cancels inc v rare Barberton with inverted 'N' (scarce 
- in use for ?2 days - Reisener says 4-6 weeks).  Cover from Egypt 67 
to Durban censored, plus some reference material to assist 
identification.  Excellent value at sensible reserve 

£56-60 L 

216 Txt  Barberton Camp - 2 covers showing Barberton Camp pmks - one 
(franked 1d ship) shows the 'n' of 'Barberton' reversed (scarce - in 
use for ?2 days - Reisener says 4-6 weeks) and the other  
(unfranked with official Defence Department cachet) with the same 
layout but with 'n' correctly aligned, dated end November 1940 - a 
good pairing in good condition 

£10-15 S 

217 Txt  8 covers all franked and addressed to South Africa (all sent by Air 
Mail) from various Military Post Offices, with a variety of post 
marks, censor markings and stamps (1 from Cyprus).  A nice 
collection - condition fair, but consistent with age and that the 
material was not intended for collection 70 years later! 

£25-30 S 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

218 Txt  A nice collection of 35 covers all unfranked, with "On Active 
Service" markings, with a wonderful and wide selection of censor 
marks and military Post Office markings.  This kind of lot is not 
often seen, and will provide the Postal and Military Historian with a 
great opportunity to extend his collection.  Some covers are frankly 
rather tatty, but the majority are consistent with age and that the 
material was not intended for collection 70 years later! 

£70-90 S 

219 Txt  3 covers, 1930's era - 1d franking from CT to Bftein, 1 with 3d 
franking (pair and single 1d ship) to Moscow (unusual destination) 
and 1 by surface mail to SA from England with set of KE VIII stamps, 
plus extra ½d and 2 x 1d stamps (total franking 8d - why???).  Plus 
modern unstamped (and undated!) cvr to Birchleigh trom the PMG 
with his cachet 

£4-5 S 

220    Small collection of mostly Balloon covers - 2 ex 1976 Hot Air Balloon 
Safari (both signed), 1 from Maseru, Lesotho, on 300th anniv of first 
hot air balloon flight and 1 illustrated and cacheted cover from 
Great Republic Balloon Festival (NB pilot signed and also inscribed 
in Norwegian - about 10? exist).  Also FFC from CT to East London 
flight by Air Cape (1969)  

£7-10 L 

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

              
      
              
              
              
              
              
              
               
 
 
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 
 



              
            
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
        
 
 
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
            
 
 
 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
          
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  


